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P·opulat Entertainment Ta.Jks Tickets

07.JIT
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Refund Sought From Sb~fl'romoter
.

By JOHN HOLMES
The AS UN M Popular Entertainmet?-t
Committee yesterday decided to ask Northwest
Releasing Inc. of Seattle to return the money
overcharged for ticket sales at the Neil Diamond
concert Friday night.
Mike Conway, chairman of the committee, said
he did not believe there is much chance of having
the money returned.
Conway said the promoters made the mistake
in ticket prices. He said the public "bought a
stated commodity at a stated price," and he felt
since the public was willing to pay $5.50 it should
not make any difference.
He said the problem was created by the ticket
printing company. "I personally called them and
said to jack the prices down 50 cents, but they
didn't he said.
Not Entitled
He also said since the promoter lost
approximately $2200 on the show, the
committee was not entitled to the money.
Conway argued even though the contract called
for lower prices, the public's willingness to pay
the higher rate was the important factor.
ASUNM President Ken White disagreed. "Since
it was the intent of the contract to have lower
prices, even though the public was willing to pay
more, it would be more equitable to retain the
money and give it back in some way," he said.

Conway said the committee probably didn't
have the money to retain.
Expenses
Expenses for the use of Johnson Gum,
janitorial service and police protection would take
up all but about $38 of the $3000 advance from
the promoter, plus the $1000 from gross receipts

which he deposited with Union Accounting
Supervi&or Michael Roeder on Monday, Conway
said.
He said he would write to Northwest Releasing
and ask for ·a return of the money, but felt there
is little chance of the company's complying.
Ken Gattas, ticket agent for the concert, felt
any attempt to get the money returned might
hamper future negotiations with Northwest
Releasing to stage concerts here. He said that
since the promoter last money, it would be better
to let them keep the $300, which would help in
creating better rapport.

,

.,~

Conway agreed. "Since they lost money on the
concert, why strain relations more?" he asked.
Roeder said since the promoters have already
lost money, all chance for rapport was gone
anyway.
He said keeping the money couldn't be
justified by either side. "The money should go to
the students. You can't make a direct refund, but
you can make an indirect refund," Roeder said.
Gattas also objected to the term "overcharge."
"It was not an overcharge, except for the intent
of the contract," he said. "To me, an overcharge
means when you knowingly charge $5.50 for a $5
ticket, then pocket the money."
Misread
He said the promoter misread the contract.
"They thought the contra~t prices were with the
discount and raise; everything 50 cents,'' Gattas
said.
He also said he flet the discussion shouldn't be
centered around reimbursing just students.
"Suppose 40 per cent or 7 0 per cent were sold to
non~students. What about the public?" Gattas
asked.
White said the concert was held primarily for
students and the group's main concern should be
finding some way to reimburse them
The overriding concern, Conway said, should
not be the $300, but the fact that the Popular
Entertainmept Committee has made money this
year. "We've made $6000 on four concerts this
semester. Last year they only held two. That
should be mare important.

Today is the final pltblication of the semester for the
Daily Lobo.
The Daily Lobo will resume pnblication ]an. 19,
1972.

High School Poll Reveals
Kennedy Is 72 Favorite

Wollman Looking into GA Hassle
Wil(Urge T omasson-Student Meetings on Grading
By SANDY McCRAW
There has been no settlement in the
sociology 101 GA hassle as Nathaniel
Wollman, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, met with seven students from the
course yesterday. Wollman did promise to
take several questions to Richard Tomasson,
professor of the course, at the earliest
possible time. Wollman also admitted his
agreement with Tomasson in the firing.
Wollman promised to ask Tomasson to
establish times when students could discuss
grades with him, what the criteria of grading
is, what the distinction between grades is;
the general character of the final
examination and whether the exam will be
graded in accordance with the criteria that
are visible and publicly known.
Handed Back Exams
Tomasson Monday fired three GA's
because they had handed their grades on the
second sociology 101 exam back to their
students. Tomasson claimed he had specified
the grades were not to be returned.
Tomasson has agreed to let two
unidentified persons re.grade the second
examinations~ said Woilman. This means that
grades for the exam will not be returned
until after the final exam a week from
Friday in all probability or just before it.
Wollman said he was not sure whether all
papers would be re.graded or only those in
specific cl~sses. "He's not bluffing. Each of

you will have the opportunity to meet and
talk with him or the people doing the
grading," Wollman told the seven students.
"I think the GA's were fired because they
acted improperly in accordance with his
instructions to them,'' Wollman said,
Firing J11stified
"I think it is true the GA's deliberately
revealed the grades when they knew they
were not supposed to," he said. "The firing
was quite justified. There was a certain
amount of deception between the GA's and
the students and between the GA 's and
Tomasson."
Wollman said no one could possibly
change Tomasson's authority to change the
grades. He did say he thought there was a
ruling inferring that the President of the
University of the Board of Regents could
decide the course grade would not be
included in a student's grade point average.
"I don't think the GA,s have a case,', he
said.
When discussing Tomasson's autonomy,
Sharon Metcalf, a student in the course, said
she did not think Tomasson cared about the
class. "He wants an open door policy with a
closed door," she said.
"I haven1t seen Tornasson once but on
TV,'' said Ruty Ortega, a student.
Brushed Off
"I went to his office to talk to him about
(Please turn to page 8)

(Editor's Note: This story highlights a survey conducted
last month. A more detailed version of the survey's results
will appear in next semester's registration issue of The Lobo,
Ted Kennedy led a field of 12 Democrats and Republicans
as the most popular choice to win the 1972 presidential
election in a poll conducted on over 230 17 - 20 .. year - olds.
Kennedy received 37 per cent of the responses followed by
Richard Nixon, 22 per cent and 13 per cent for Edmund
Muskie. The poll was designed to find out some political
viewpoints of Albuquerque's newly· enfranchised voters.
Students from West Mesa, Sandia and Rio Grande high
schools and UNM were polled. 17 - year - olds who will be 18
by November 1972 were also included.
Rounding out the presidential choices were George
Wallace, six per cent, Hubert Humphrey, five, Julian Bond,
three, Bella Abzug, two, John Lindsay, one and Fred Harris,
Ronald Reagan and Nelson Rockefeller with less than one per
centk Democrat presidential possible Henry Jackson was not
included in the poll.
The favorite choice to succeed Clinton Anderson in the
U.S. Senate was Manuel Lujan with 30 per cent, Pete
Domenici, 24 per cent, and Fabian Chavez with 15 per cent.
Those with less than 10 per cent respectively were David
Norvell, Jack Campbell, David Cargo, Harold Runnels, Ed
Foreman, Tom Morris, Rick Edwards, and E. Lee Francis.
Of those polled, 28 per cent were registered Democrats, 10
per cent Republican, six per cent Independent and 56 per
cent as yet unregistered.

Lavender toManage Union
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender has
assumed the directorship of the Union for an. indefinite
period of time.
Lavender told The Lobo Monday Union Director Vern
Curtis was "suffering from exhaustion.';
Lavender said he "would be going over to the- Union to
check on things until Curtis is back on the job." He said he
did not know when Curtis would be able to resume his
duties.

...

~

Ex Cathedra
By ltm

Hunter

,\,

This column will be different from previous ones in that I
have taken a page out of the "Juan Gomez" writer's
notebook to present a dialog format. The conversation is
between myself and a hypothetical conservative freshman.
Also, believe it or not, a tip of the hat to Socrates and the
ancient Greelm.
.
Q. What do the people who use the term "racism" against
others mean by it?
A. Nothing, really. You see, these people have very few
effective arguments for their position. They are basically
anti · inte!lectun.l, hung up on an ego trip; and-hope-thaty.euwon 't challenge their views. The easiest way is name-calling.
Accord has yet to be reached in the understanding about a. particular class'
Q, Well, if it is only name • calling, why do the
troubled sociology department. Three grading policy, but a basic disagreement conservatives always defend themselves against it? Wouldn't
graduate assistants have been fired
about the position of the GA's in the people know better?
apparently for defying a directive not 0 to department hierarchy.
A. Unfortunately, no. A lie, just because it is false, does
disclose test grades to students.
not
automatically give us the truth.
Perhaps what would be best at this point
Earlier statements made to The Daily
Q.
What is truth?
Lobo indicated the department and the GA's is a major policy-making meeting with the
A.
I don't know for sure. I have an idea, but don'.t let that
were back to discussing the situation full department faculty, and the entire GA worry you. The other side doesn't know either. Also, the fact
amicably, and that the necessary contingent to draw up a set of written that I don't know the answer doesn't mean that there isn't an
clarification of department policies had been department - wide teaching guidelines.
answer. The man who thinks he knows all the answers, often
made.
If heated disagreement to occur because a Marxist ideologue, is really a fool.
The new outbreak indicates the question is of policy rifts between the faculty and the
Q. Who are the Chicano activists?
not simply lack of information· or GA's the ones to suffer will be the students.
A. An ordinary group of persons with Latin American
heritage who majored in subjects of no economic value. I
mean, a liberal arts degree is vital in so far as a person's
intellectual development is concerned. Yet, a guy with a
~ew:ee in Spanish or Portuguese1 maybe a minor in sociology,
lS virtually unemployable and ts of no particular use to his
own community when it comes to economic advancement.
These gu~s figure if they call: make enough noise in college
about somal problems, they will force the government to hire
them to shut them up.
Q. Does it work? Does the government really hire people
just to shut them up?
A. Yeah, all the time. Ever heard of OEO?
Q. It's the "war on poverty," right?
A. Right, but you might as well call it the "war on
property." You see, they have to take taxes from successful
businesses and workers, those who have some income and
transfer it to un-productive, non-essential government 'jobs.
I~'s a burd~n .on .the economic system, sure, but some people
figure that It IS the best way to keep the jerks busy. The same
crap went off ir1 the 1930's under Roosevelt. Look it up.
Q. What do Chicanos really want?
A. The same as everybody else, including the activists.
They want, many of them, middle - class status, two-cars
ind.oor plumbing, color t.v., and decent treatment. Really;
Chicanos are the same as everyone else, which is why the
division of ?ur society into racial groups is phoney. Race,
color, heredity, don't determine a man's nature; his beliefs
".• .and this little, old grey-haired lady asks me, "Are they phantom jets, young man?", do.
Q. You implied that OEO salaries come from poor peopze•s
and I says, "Yes, ma'am, tltey are." And then she slugged mel"
income. _Does this mean that poor peoP,le in the barrios pay
for the lzberal arts dudes to lord it over them?
A. Exactly! This is what is so ironic. The real exploiters are
the government officials who tax the bejesus out of the poor.
e
.
See, the poor get the shaft from the poverty programs. First
off~ tJ:Ie _poor are taxed at a disproportionately high rate of
.
_
their mcome through sales taxes and they don't use loop ·holes. The ~overnment tries to "equalize" things by returning
Like the local AM radio all rock concerts in Albuquerque. Board of Regents Calvin Horn: A a small portiOn of the taxes they collect. But, before the poor
stations which are already giving
~ o Richard Tom a!' son, Texaco credit c~d.
.
get any benefit from the programs, the money must go
saturation play to Christmas soc1ology department chauman:
To Hard Time~ ed1t~r Ja~k through the bureaus and agencies, staffed by college grads.
carols, the Daily Lobo is infested A two·ye~ supply of TV tubes Weber: The managm~ editorship This is why poverty programs never help the poor T.h
of the Albuquerque Tribune.
.
.
•
·
ey
with an excess of the Christmas for the sociology 101 sets.
To Albuquerque District
To Director of the Student certamly help unemployable guys with liberal arts degrees,
spirit.
Following our annual generous Attorney Alexander Sceresse: Health Service Michael Hickey: A who probably received their "education" (indoctrination
tradition, the Daily Lobo would r~dicnl: lawyer William Kunstler as cameo role on CBS' Medical would be a better term) from a public institution. It's no fun
like to present the following gifts hJsTaossUistaNMntV~.A.P 'd t Ch t
CenTt~r·b·o· logy d
t
t being poor ithis country with all of the hypocrites in
to deserving folks in our sphere of
Ice ~es1 en
es er
1
epar men
government

editorial

Policy Statement Needed

'i'

IF YOU THINK EUROPE
WAS CHEAP THIS SUMMER,
YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

i

•'

·'

For your next holiday you can be in London for $332. Rome $341. Paris
$342. Or Greece $428.
These are just some ofTW.Ns low round trip fares for youths between the
ages of 12 and 25.
Who knows how much longer they'll be in effect, so for more details call

:·I

TWA.

And to help you save money when you're on vacation, sendforTW.Ns new
Getaway* Kit.
It's free and it will tell you where you can get ...

BED, BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING
.FOR ONLY $4.30 A D~Y.
Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass:r. It is a book of vouchers you can buy
for 10, 15, 20, 25, etc., days fo~ just $4.30 a day.
.
. .
Each voucher entitles you to a bed, breakfast and sightseeing In 50 European cities. No advance reservations necessary.
The kit also tells you where to ...

l[

iI
I
i

I

RENT A CAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.

I

In over 15 European cities, you can drive a car all around thecityforjust
$3.65 a day, plus gas and 41/2¢ per kilometer.
And how to save money with ...

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.
TWA has some ofthe lowestpricedski tours toVail, Aspen, and Steamboat.
Or if you want to ski the Alps, take a TWA tour. It saves you over 50% of
the cost of travelling alone.
The kit also tells you how to get a ...

l
I

!'

.
G
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Lobo Christmas
WaY

influence.
Guardians of The Daily Lobo's
budget should note, we are giving
these gifts out of the goodness of
our hearts, not our office supply
fund:
To UNM President Ferrel
Heady: Enough money to exile
BEF Executive Secretary Bill
McConnell to Siberia.
To ASUNM Vice President Jack
O'Guinn: A bag of pecans, so that
all that gavel pounding at Senate
won't go to waste.
To ASUNM Vice President
Sherman Smith: Free parking
space in the south campus lot in
perpetuity (which is about where
the south campus pnrking lots are,
Perpetuity, Venezuela).
To Robert Rehder, dean of the
School of Business and
Administration Sciences: ASUNM
President Ken White as a graduate
assista_
nt
the
t'me
- Gov.
- in·Bruce
. collesre.
King··-A \'f
1 e 1
To
_......!
""iJPIY of Gideon Bibles to be
distributed after his reading on
the radio show, The Voice of
Prophecy.
•ro the New Mexico
Legislature: A reapportionment
proposal that is constitutionnl.
To Albuquerque City Manager
Richard Wilson: A lifetime pass to
Pagc2

Travelstead: The btle of Emperor
of Academic Mfairs. .
To UNM football Coa~h Rudy
Feldman: season gate receipts that

live up to Albuqerque Journal
Sports Editor Leroy Bearman's
expectations.
To state Secretary of
Corrections Howard Leach: a
special study commission on
prisons chaired by a member of
the Citi:o'lens Concerned about
Corrections Committ;;;;,
To Lt. Gov. Robert
Mondragon: All Dick Bill's unused
guitar strings,
To Chairman of the UNM

GETAWAY CARD.
You'll receive an application blank. There's no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.
Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost
everything. And then take up to two years to pay.
Now what's even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a
Getaway Kit.
Just use the coupon.

Chairman Loren Potter: A
·
consultant position with the state
Q. Why doesn't the government do something about it?
Environmental PrQtection
A. It can't. The people who need help are not as articulate
Agency
th b
·
·
To J~hn Gonzales, Daily Lobo as . e
ureaucrats. T~ts may explam hoyr bureaucra~'s
Chicano Newspage editor: Tim salaneswent up three tnnes as fast as the natiOnal average m
Hunter to ghostwrite his column. 10 years. Another thing, there is a lot of prejudice in the
. To Tim. Hunter, D~ily Lobo federal bureaucracy. It isn't so much racial as class prejudice,
c~mservative columms~;: Joh_n which means what degrees you have after y· our name An
Gonzales to ghostwrite his
· not to be trusted as much· by
column.
une ducat ed , poor man Is
To ISRAD Director Jack government as a "specialist" who "knows what's good" for
C~mpbell: A consultant position the J?OOr man. The poor man, naturally, doesn't know his
wit~ the troubled state Motor best mterests, you see, which is why the government elects to
V:ehicles _Depart~ent, because of spend his income for him.
his expenence With the consulting
Q Wh d ·
·· ·
business.
,
·
Y o the poor vote Democratzc, if it is against their
To GSA President Bert Hansen: mterests?
Someone on the GSA Council to
A. OEO jobs are given to party hacks besides liberal arts
say, i~ only on~~· "That's a damn grads. (I do not mean that the categories ~e exclusive). These
good
Bert.
To Idea,
Union
Board Chairman Ray 1ee.ches .organ'
. tze th·
. e poor d'ISt·.
rtct s .t o ~o t e p art y- 1'me by
s c h o we r s : An b 0 n 0 r a r y tellmg hes. Do you remember that the frrst head of OEO in
membership in the Fraternal Albuquerque was a Democratic precinct chairman?
Order of Police,
· Q. No, I don't. You haven't given me as many answers as
• To UNM basketball Coach Bob you've made me mad. Why in hell don't the Republ'
t
King: A stopwatch engraved by l'k
. _
zcans ac
Coaches Adolph Rupp and I e a po 1tzcal oppos1tzon, organzze the poor, and vote the
Johnny Wooden.
skunks out of office?
_ To ~~e Popular E~tertainme!lt
A. Why not, indeed. I dofi't mean to be flip, but you
'-timmmee- a numoered Swiss should know that the Republicans have a death . wish Th
bank account.
d. .. , ... 1. k . _.. . .
Th . .
. . . · ey
1 ·e .~0 wm. . ey fmd mmority status
Tp ASUNM President Ken rea 11 Y
Ou ~
White: First place in the Bruce comfortable and, besides, they hardly know anythir1g else.
King Sound ·alike Contest.
(Please turn to page 4)
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I TWA, P.O. Box 402, Fru·ml_·.ngdale, N.Y.11735
Send all the information you have on bargain ~
I vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:

I

. .

.

--·--~

. __State_____ Zip Code . . .

~~
- -·~

I
I

L-----~~-~--~~--------~-~
· Servico marks owned exdu,i\·<'ly l!y TWA.
Airfares quoted are from Los Angeles or San Francisco.

Call your TWA Campus Representative Dan Armijo at 242-2901 for further information.
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Lobo Review

State's Universities Battle for BEF Funding
Healthy Athletic Budget and Research Funds Are Status Symbols

J :\1

·

i

By CASEY CHURCH
Although not many of the folk&
back home are around to see it a
strong dvalry springs up betwe~n
top administrators of the state's
universities when they make their
budget presentation$ to the state
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF).
Hearings before the BEF are
the first step on an annually
torturous path the university's
budgets must take through state
government agencies before the
money gets turned into faculty
,paychecks, desks and movie
projectors.
Agencies
The institutions' budgets are
adjusted by the BEF, by the
Department of Finance and
Fleady, Perovich
Administration, which
coordinates all state expenditures;
· t·
t 't'
by the Legislative Finance enro11 men t proJec
tons, · Ul tons
Committee and then given into income and capital outlay funds
the inconstant graces of the full with t.he same lund of offh11nd
Legislature,
recall sports freaks remember
In those agencies, the state batting averages and passing
higher education budget is subject percentages.
to all the political pressures facing
He ruthlessly enforces a
any money bill. lt can depend on doctrine of equity, whic:h in
legislators with enough committee practical terms means everybody
clout to "take care" of the will get less money than they
hometown university or branch want, but everybody will get
college, the wavering fortune's of equally less.
the schools' basketball teams or
In discussing a special library
the content of poetry w;ed in book purchasing fund requested
freshman English classes.
by UNM, McConnell reminded the
However, the administrative audience the BEF usually "made
' battling done in the BEF hearing across the board adjustments not
room is still pretty much within to upset the balance."
the confines of New Mexican
Status Symbols
academic circles.
A healthy athletic budget, and
Agreement
an 11bundant research fund, are
Funding recommendations by the two top status symbols in the
tye BEF are made primarily by academic world.
the board members agreeing with
Each of the four·year
the calculations made by its staff, institutions seeks continual
under the direction of Bill increases in those categories, with
McConnell.
the smaller institutions seeking a
McConnell talks about means of assault on the
·~:==;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;.:;;;;;;:===:::.:..;·-· strongholds of UNM and NMSU.
This year New Mexico Military
9:00AM-7:00PM
Institute sought some $100,500 in
funding for i nterc ollegia. te
Prescriptions filled
athletics. The BEF cut it to
Sunglasses
$86,000. Eastern New Mexico
Repair Service
sought $125,106. The BEF
Skilled Frome
approved only $80,000,
Fiftlng
The equally less rule was still in
effect, however, the total
Master Charge &
$1,112,708 requested by all the
BankAmericard
institutions for intercollegiate
athletics was almost halved by the
CASEY OPTICAL
BEF, to $788,000.
next to Cosey's Rexall Drug
Smaller institutions seek
independent research monies, but
4312 Lomas NE 255·6329

-r=====================:r--

Junior Yearin New York
Washington Square College of Arts and Science
of New York University sponsors a
.Junior Year in New York.
The College, located in the heart of the city, is an
integral part of the exciting metropolitan community
of New York City--the business, cultural, artistic,
and financial center of the nation. The city's extraordinary resources greatly enrich both the academic
program and the experience of living at New York
University with the most cosmopolitan student body
in the world.
This program is open to students recommended by the
deans of the coJieges to which they will return for
their degrees.
There are strong and varied offerings in many areas,
such as fine arts, urban studies, languages including
non-European, mathematics in the College and at the
Courant Institute, psychology, and others.
A qualified student may register for courses in all other
schools of the University, including the specializations in
Commerce and Education.

The University sponsors programs in Spain and France.
Write for brochure to Director,
Junior Year in New Ycrk

New York University
NewYork,N.Y.10003

their shpulder to see what
everybody else is !lsklng for, &nd
trying to make sure nobody gets
&pecial trei\tmen • To date the

'

'l'be Fillmore was his Playground •..

BEF has managed to keep
intet-institutional peace by being
equally discouraging to
everybody.

The Chimerean warrior of music, the Siddhartha
of sound, the electric high-heeled musician o:f the
cosmos' quarters, riding bareback through life's
halls, laughing wailing Jimi Hendrix, the spaced
cowboy gypsy of the Vikings, sails as his wings of
flight meander through his dragonfly land ...
"the guy with the silver face," the halo
enshrouded encapsulation of mind.

lEx Cathedra
(Contin1.1ed from page 2)

.and Travelstead
are reml'nded extens1·ve ~eseaych
•
•
programs 11 re not appropriate to
the limited resources of a small
college. Western New Mexic:o
University, for \lXample, this year
requested $100,000 for funding
of an Institute for Research. The
request was turned down.
Report
A 1971 Report on Higher
Education made by the BEF at
the request of .the legislature
determined that .research funding
at smaller universities used by
"faculty to help them in pursuing
their departmental research and
scholarly activities," should not
be made an independent research
fund, but "recognized as
instruction costs and funded from
the education and general
budget."
A prime example of the rivalry
between schools is a proposed
multi,.cultural program at NMSU.
The p ~.o gram request was
$289,000, calling for a Center for
Black A'wareness and a
Cross•Cultural Center.
At the November BEF meeting,
co-ordinators for the current
ethnic centers at NMSU pleaded
at length for the special fun~ng.
In the December meeting the
proposal was rejected, The reason:
other universities, most notably
UNM, had been fudning ethnic
studies programs out of the
general education fund category
for several years. In the opinion of
the board, if UNM can do it, State
can too.
And a ranking NMSU official
said after the BEF session NMSU
might well have gotten funding
for the multi·cultural center, if
~~Jis~~~~:~~ program had llot
Whenever the universities ask
for money, they are looking over

.

The Republicans are afraid of poor people and minorities
because they have bought the neo-Mandan lie that the poor
constitute a perpetual left - wing bloc. They don't know that
in England many o:f the poor are staunch supporters of
conservatives. The poor don't need revolutions, which only
elevate the status of bureaucrats, they need justice. And
justice is something that conservatives, with their sense of
tradition and fairness, are uniquely
of giving. The
b d capable
·
left-wing Democrats cannot, Y efimtion, give fairness
because they are on the make.
Q. Are you a Republican?
A. Yes, but sometimes I despair.
Q Wh I?
·
Y·
A. Well, I despair at the way the Republicans keep
snatching defeat from the jaws o:f victory. The Republican
Party consistently alienates itself from it's best potential
the unnc
· h , th e unw h't
d the young. Th e
cons t't
1 uency'
1 e an
Republicans get a thrill out of being "hard- assed" and
"tough" on taxes which people sometimes think means jobs.
Secondly, for god's sake, they don't come on friendly. Lots
. of people believe that the Democrats are "nicer," "more
fun," and sympathize with them. irregardless of their own
'
interests. You might think that I am kidding; well I'm not.
Lots of people can forgive the Democrats' ineptitude because
they were taught that the Democrats are J·ust a bunch of
harmless drunks. Nobody can hate a sot. Lots of people can
loathe rectitude, though.
·~·
Wlult.should UNM conservatives do?
A N .
.
• othmg, nght now. The best thing to do is study like
hell, play the college game, and collect those degrees.
Education in this country means power, rightly or wrongly.
Th
ift' t
t t k
f
th 1 ft
· •
e sw 18 way 0 · a e power away rom e e - wmg lS
attack it intellectually •
Q. What about my left- wing professor in sociology? This
character froths at the mouth if you mentz'on the word
conservative.
A. Get out of sociology. Ws not an academic discipline the
way it's taught at UNM. It's baby· sitting, it's nothing. If you
have a leftist professor (and who doesn't?), don't force your
ideas on him or your class. You can ask pointed questions
and show his nakedness, sure, but don't expect to convert
him. Whatever you do, be friendly. It's not only a weapon,
but it"s fun. Being a conservative takes guts. You have to
study twice as hard as the liberal next to you. You have to go
to the library and unlearn muc~1 of what you got that day in
class. But don't be put off, it's not a waste. You must know
the arguments o:f the left as well as your own.
Q. Are there any courses at UNM which a conservative can

The Shakespearean sonnet of love laced in
Hendrix's own unique style of liquid lightening,
adds a spice ever so nice to the ear . . . saying ~'we
gotta ke~p movin . . . we gotta keep groovin ...
we gotta keep lovin' on my dying bed"- He
wails soft throated tissue strings ... moaning Jove
odysseys through his "belly button window" of
"I'll get stoned."- Playing his pearl bird
guitar . . . and then . • . like a rose garden he
introduces ..• dig this •.. foreign language on the
sway-ala side of German or elementary
Jupitertarian . . . rapping as if coming from a
heaven airport, and he elevates his strings and
notes on the light elevator side of higher and
higher journeys to his tight - roped noted union
with Foxey Lady . . . who you HEAR in love •

profs if l mentioned in print which ones to take. Ask around.
~ei.IIU
Also, contact the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 14 So.
. Bryn Mawr, Bryn Mawr, Penna., 19010 for a subscription to
·••
Hand Block Printing their free magazine "Intercollegiate Review." The ISI is
flo,.,..•o • R.R. Murr4 • 2.4-2.·41.33 non-kooky, scholarly and worthwhile.
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American 100% Wool
Imported Blankets and
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$50 small
with the purchase of
any water furniture

WATER TRIPS
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NEW ME:XICO LOBO

An omen to good faith, his farewell to farewell ·
with a hope of return. This new man introduces
his happy eulogy of ~'I just came back from the
storm." He don't whisper it no more, he shouts:
"I was so cold and lonely and thanks for diggin'
in the grave and bringing me up" ... Like kosmic
blues he thanks his "sweet darling" for picking
him up . . . he roller coaster 1 horse whips his
guitar into a tribulatory frenzy, and going
without saying he starts laying the foundation of
a transcended iceberg of floating comet bliss-he
kisses the sky goodbye or welcome to and says
love to all of you ...
Then we boogie woogie down foxey lady's isle
and court. . . with his guitar s<;mnding like
Gabriels horn and Venusian violins he melodically
cancades down, up, and spirals his sounds to some
seventh heaven ....

I
J

II
w

ABOUT NEW MEXICO
THE AFICIONADO'S SOUTHWEST·
EkN COOKING, by Ronald John·
son. "One <lithe besf books either
novice or master chef can buy on
southwestern cookery.''- Las
Cruces Stm.News. 136 pages,
drawings.
Reg. $4.95 Sale Price $4
CORONADO, KNIGHT OF PUEe..
LOS ANO PLAINS, by Herbert 11.
Bolton, The fabulous story of
Coronado's 1540·1542 expedition
to the Southwest. 50.7 pages,
clothbound.
Reg. $8.95 Sale Price $4
NEW MEXICO BLUE BOOK, 1882,
by Wm. G. Ritch. Facsimife re·
print of a primary source, full of
curious old facts. 214 pages,
hdndsome slipcaSe.
Reg. $10 Sale Prke $2.50

December 6::17

SAINTS IN ,THE VAllEYS: Christian Sacred Images in the History,
life, and folk Art of Spanish New
Mexico, by Jose E. Espinosa, The
history and meaning al sontos.
136 pages, 47 photos.
Reg. $7.50 Sale Price $.4
SCHOLARS SPECIAL
REVOLT OF THE PUEBLO INDIANS
OF NEW MEXICO AND OTER·
MIN'S AITEMPTEO RECONQUEST,
1680-1682, by charles Wil$0n
Hackett. Part of the Coronado
.Hi!!arko!

s.-_n.,._

these

ttcliJ.'lle$

:ontain annotations and transla·
lions of 17th-century Spanish
documents. 2 volumes, 472 and
442 pages.
Reg. $30 Sale Price $15
THE PAPERBACKS
THE ROAD TO SANTA FE: Journal
and Diaries of George Champlin
Sibley, edited by Kate L. Gregg.
Story of the flrst survey of the
Santo Fe Trail. 288 pages, paper·
back.
Reg. $2.-<15 Sale Price $1
POLITICS AND PURSE STRINGS
IN NEW MEXICO'S PUBtiC
SCHOOLS, by Tom Wiley. A dose
look ot practical problems of
school funding, 273 pages, paper·
back.
Reg. $2.45 Sale Price $1
NEW MEXICO BIRDS and Where
to Find Them, by J. Stokley Ligon.
Shows 149 birds in color and 139
In block-and·White. 416 pages,
paperback.
Reg. $4.9S Safe Pric<> $3
liEUTENANT I:MORY REPORTS: A
Reprint of Lt. W. H. Emoty's
"Notes ol a Military Recon·
nisance/' edited by Ross Calvin. A
classic source-book for the his·
lory of the Southwest. 216 pages,
maps, paperback.
Reg. $2.4$ Sale Prke $l
THE SPANISH-AMERICANS OF
NEW MEXICO: A Heritage of
Ptide, by Nanele L Gonzalez.
Special emphasis on urbaniza·

UNM.PRESS
Wednesday, December 8, 1971

After his Siddhartha - Demian - Caesar • Pipes of
Pan exit, he softly says, "Thank you for being so
patient . . . maybe one of these days we'll meet
again . . . peace, happiness and all that other
bull shit ... "

Myth-Methodically he jumps- ropes a few
skipping, what's - the • hurry - worry sonnets - In

Christmas Book Sale
BARGAINS
COLORADO'S FIRST PORTRAIT:
Scenes by Early Artists, by Clif·
ford P. Westermoler. The first
complete pictorial history of Colo.
rado using only drawings and
paintings made by 19th...:emury
artists. 206 patJes, 500 illustrc·
lions.
l!eg, $10 Sale Price $7
THE IMAGE OF ARIZONA: Pic·
tures from the Past, by Andrew
Wallace. More than 600 draw·
ings, woodcuts, sketches, and
·paintings show Arizona as II
looked before it became a state.
232 pages.
Reg. $15 Sole Price $10
J. ROSS BROWNE: His lette111,
Journals, and Writings, edited by
Lilla l'ergusson Browne. New rna·
feria! on one of the most foscin·
ating, reporters on the West. 420
pages, illusiroted.
Reg, $12 Sale Price $5
THE LOST TRAPPERS, by David H.
Coyner, edited by David J. Weber
A new edition of the mountainman classic thai is still a riddle for
historians. 224 pages, map.
Reg. $8.50 Sale Price $4

time to a marching band he takes.your hand and
on the flip side of the band he says in his new
earth, wind, and fire voice, "let's start all over
again." Sauntering his cupids aim he whips up a
curdling cuddling invitation to everyone in
so-called nation to cry for ''Freedom" ....
Freedom of the Soul ... without cause there's a
slight pause and like piping out an organ or
orgasm he ejaculates with an Echo . . . "There
must be some kinda way outa here" ... jets his
astral plane from underneath himself and belts
out, "You and I already been through that ...
and this is not our fate" . . . Cradling natm-e's
baby in rebirt~ ranglingli and lassoing spirits from
the Spiritual Sky he lays pounding hammers like
Thor, of ozones and giggles ·off with the power of
"10 billion butterfly sneezes" .•..

Jimi's showmanship- flamboyant, childlike,
playing, pimping, spacily - rotating I floating,
entrance of, "Yeah ... thank you very much for
coming ... it's been a long time."

inlleellJI -1. tak~.w~~~~%~frt~~:;~:ldi~:!~~~~ to say the least, to the

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks -

whisper saying iresponse to the Jupitertarian rap;
"Already it is cleat" . . . and then i:f her Dolly
Dagger makes you stagger tongue is that of a
Scandinavian - fiorded sun v;e hear her say, "Let's
get that straight" ...

Jimi Hendrix, Isle of Wight Festival, 1970- an
album philosophy of bliss . . . takes us on a
bass-ly chorded journey from the jungles of the
amazons sapphired - to the fields of light in the
sky, which he referred to as "sky church."

Q:

Notht.nl( rtecessnrlly reiJrt>Henta Ute views
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Hendrix: 'Freedom ... Freedom of the Soul•

i'

lion and pali11cal activism. :264
pages, mop, photos, paperback,
Reg. $3.9S Sale Price $3
VIOLENCE IN LINCOLN COUNTY,
1869·1881, by Wm. A. Keleher.
Classic study of the first and most
violent of the Western range wars.
406 pages, Illustrated, map, pa·
pcrback.
Reg. $3.45 Sale Pnce $2.50
DANCING GODS: Indian Cere·
moniols of New Mexico and Arlzona, by Ema Fergusson. The
classic description of the ritual
dan~es and ceremorJiai! llf rhe · · -·
Novohos, Apa~hes, and Pueblo
dwellers. 312 pages, Illustrations,
paperback.
Reg. $2.45 Salt> Price $1.50

1[j
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LATIN AMERICA
SIMON BOLIVAR, by Gerhord
Masur. "Or. Masur's biography is
the best fhat has yet appeared in
any language."-New York Timet.
588 poges.
Reg. $15 Sole Price $7.50
THE tiF~ -AND WRITINGS OF
BARTOLOME DE lAS CASAS, by
Henry Roup Wagner. A modem
biography of the greot 16th-ce~tury crusader for Indian rights.
328 pages.
Reg. $12.50 SolePrite$6
OUTSTANDING BARGAINS
EDIBLE NATIVE PLANTS OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS, by H. D.
Harrington. For all interested In
health foods, camping, botany,
survival. 392 pages, illustrated.
Reg, $10 Sale Price $6
HANDBOOK 0~ FEDERAL INOJAN
LAW, by felix $. Cohen. the dos·
sie work of federal Indian law and
the legal history of fndian·white
relollons. 706 pages.
lteg, $25 Sale Price $15

Tony Seymour
(Moment-Sun)

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
SCHOLARS SPECIALS
THE SOUTHWESTERN JOURNALS
OF ADOLPH F. BANOELIER, 188()..
1882, edited by Charles H. tango
and Corral! l, Riley. The fltst volumo of the Oold nolo!::•::.:>h and
lnflmote diaries of o pioneering
anthropologist. 480 pages, lllus·
trated.
Reg. $1 S Sale Price $7,5()

of a collection of vignettes about
t{fe along the Rio Grande, fi~t
Issued In 1873. 340 pages.
Reg. $7.95 Salol'rico $3
GOLD HUNTER: The Adventures
of Marshall Bond, by Marshall
Band. Jr. Material on Pancho YJII(J,
lincoln Covnty, Klondike, Jack
London. 268 pages.
Reg. $8.50 Sole Pric:e $4

WESTERN lORE
NAVAHO TRADING DAYS, by
Elizabeth Compton Hagemann •
fhe adventures Of an fndlari fratf~
er's wife among the Navaho and
Hopi people In the 1920's and
1930's. 400 pages, 318 photos.
Reg. $10 Sale Price $6

BARGAINS
THE CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY IN
{:NGLISii l'ICTIO)':j, 1671.·1871, br
Ivan Melado. A sociology of litetafure examining the novelists'
treatment of a new social type.
272 pages.
Reg, $10 Sale Price $5

CHASINGGERONIMO:TheJoumal of Leonard Wood, May-Soptember 1886, edited by Jock C.
Lane. The flrst printing of o docu·
mentary source heretofore avail·
able only in manuscript. 152
pages, photos.
Reg.$6.95 SalePrice$5

DISASTER AT MOSCOW: Von
Back'$ Campaigns, 1941-1942, by
Alfred W. Turney. A. fasdnoting
study of o major fuming point ill
World War II. 244 pages, photos,
mops.
Reg, $6.95 Sale Price$$

CHRONICLES OF THE GRINGOS:
The U.S. Army In ~he Mexican
War, 1846..1848, by Geo. Winston
Smith and Charles Judah. "Varied,
colorful, and signifkant eyewitness
reporls."-Journal of Southern
History. 523 pages, 83 lllus!ra·
tions.
Reg. $15 Sale Price $6
DERBY'S REPORT on Opening the
Colorado, 1850·1851, edited by
Odie B. Faulk. A fascinating tee·
ord of oM of the most important
of the earlier explorations of the
Colorado. 64 pages, illustrations,
mop.
Reg. $7 Sale- Prlce $4
EARL MORRIS AND SOUTHWEST·
ERN ARCHAEOLOGY, by Florence
C. Lister and Robert H. Lis fer. A
flrsthond account o! an eminent
archaeologist and his work. 204
pages, photos, maps.
Reg. $7.95 Sale Prlee $2.50
FRONTIER ARMY SKEfCHES, by
James W. Steele. A new edition •

ERASMUS, edited !:>v T. A. Dorey.
Essays on Various aspects of the
"model man of culture" of the
16th century. 173 pages.
Reg. $6 Sole Price $3
HOBblED PEGASUS: A De>criptive Bibliography of Minor E!\glish
Poetry, 1641-1660, by Joseph
Frank. "A kind of illusltated survey
of popular English poetry in thls
important perlod.''-Sevonleenth
Century News. 482 pages.
Reg, $20 Sale Ptice $10
THURMAN A~NOLD, SOCIAL
CRITIC: tho Satiricl:ll Challen(le to
Orth~:>doxy, by Edward N. Keomy.
A critical biography of the eminent New Del:ller. 190 pages.
Reg, $6.95 Sole Price $4
AFTER THE STORM: landmarks
pith!! Moderrt Mexican Novel, by
Joseph Sorntners. "One of the bMt
studies of lvlexican fiction to date.''
-Books Abroad, 224 pages.
Reg. $5.95 Safe Price $4

JOURNALISM BUILDING
ROOM 220
CASH ONLY-NO PHONE ORDERS
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Grad Election January

library Action Scanty, Survey Underway
By PAULA HOLLAND
GSAC held its final meeting of
the semester last night terminating
legisl:J.tive business until new
officers are elected next semeRter,
· Speculating on the dates of the
graduate student elections,
President Bert Hansen said they
would be in late January, and the
new officers would be inaugurated
in mid-February.
Not only will officers be
elected but the new Constitution
must be ratified at the same vote.
GSA has dealt with several
interests of H11nsen's including
housing, libra~:y Improvement and
the Lobby effort.

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor

Boycott workers from five
western states and Can.ada
convened at the United Fat'm
Workers' Organizing Committee
(UFWOC) headquarters in Keene,
Calif. this weekend for a three-day
education&! and strategy - forming
conference.
Albuquerque was represented
at the meeting with Cesar Chavez
by lo<:al Boycott Committee
members Margaret Garc(a, Tom
Enrfquez, Damian Gonzales, and
Chris Reed,
UFWOC president Cesar Cba'vez

Unique Jewelry·
For the Unique Oceasion

Bands and Rings in
Gold, Silver and Stones

by Tom W. Thomason

At The
Studio Gallery
Old Town
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tremendous amount of inertia."
"One year," he continued,
"was not enough to do anything."
Improvement is needCld in the
library, but "it will depend an
awful lo~ on people pushing for
change - the student governments
will really need to push for
improvements."
Funding
One major step GSAC was
apprehensive of taking was to set
precedents in areas of fundings,

'"
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News Analysis
Professional travel is a concern
for graduate students and GSA
has an obligation in this area.
The amount o( obligation is the
prime concern. Several bills for
:('u n ding of professional travel
were passed by GSAC,

GSAC also passed a blll which
set a budget for the funding of
professional travel. This bill was
vetoed by Hansen.
This v101toing in effect prevented
the allocation of funtls without
GSAC's approval. But the bills
would enable the cutting off of all
funding after the budgets had
been compl!ltely drained.
GSAC has set up no critoria on
which to base appropriation of
funds and because all bills for
professional travel funding will be
brought before the floor in the
future, Each bill must be judged
individually.
Veto Power
One characteristic of this year's
council is the lack of knowledge
of the legislative processes and of
the powers invested in each
branch.
This bQcame evident when
Hansen vetoed two bills with no
veto power in the present
constitution given to that office.
A resolution was recently
passed stating the president had

always had the veto power and
that council had 11lways had the
two-thirds overdde power,
Concerning the recent and
continuing hassle over the
sociology TA's, GSA pas;;ed a
resolution calling for apologies to
the TA's and to all graduate
students and also funding the
TA's until they wore rain$tated or
until the terrr.ination of the
semester,
G.ft~Union

Just rece ,tly a Graduate
Student P .ion has been to
investigate aduate employment,
"If we n work ~ogether I am
all for it,' . lansen said. "Anything
that organizes graduate students
will help us.
GSAC has waded through piles
of paperwork from adop.ting a
new constitution to involvement
in the employment of graduate
students.
In looking over the semester's
work, Hansen added, "Everything
on my platform has been done and plus some."

Boycotters
Meet,
Discuss
Strategy
Workers Plan for Upcoming Lettuce Strike

Stout

400 San Fclip.c N.W.

Housing
The housing situation is under
study by Hansen now with a
married student housing
questionnaire hopefully in the
mail. If they &re returned in time,
results can be compiled before the
next semester.
'rime is dragging now, as
Hansen's term of office is coming
to a close. Feet have been dragged
on getting the questionnaire
compiled and sent out, therefot·e
it may not be concluded by the
date of his departure from office.
Hansen has said he is pleased
with the results so far.
Library improvement was also
listed as a pl'ime goal, but other
t h& n a library position paper
nothing else has been done.
Even in this realm, the paper
was criticized by several members
of GSAC as being "railroaded
through" and that it had not been
"discussed properly,"
Hansen stated, "I'm
disappointed in the library. It is
such a big machine with such a

----------
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ASUNM Christmas
Group Flights
Students, faeulty and staff may pick up their tickets December
13, 14 and 15 between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. at the S.U.B., main

extensively outlined the stru<:ture, outlined legislative moves directed not officially sanctioned by the
finance, problems, progress and against the farmworkers' union, Union, ·and therefore has no
plans of the organi:iation before and how they have been budget or fulltime coordinator,
involving the nearly 15() boycott countered. Many bills in the Ms. Garda, however, spends mU<:b
workers in the lllanning of an California, Oregon, Washington, of her time organizing it.
upcoming nationwide lettuce Idaho, and Tennessee legislatures
"None of our workers are
boycott.
have been killed by lobbies and fulltime because many of them
• Health Program
letter • writing campaigns.
are students, and in order to carry
Chavez and other officers
History
out some of the ideas we picked
presented the Robert F, Kennedy
The history, structure, and up at the conference, we are going
health program and plaru> for its financial state of the UFWOC to need to find a lot of people
further development. The were spoken of, mainly by willingtowork,"shesaid.
program, unlike those of most Chavez, and organizers from
The conference was held Dec.
unions, is controlled by the Union various farrns spoke on their 3· 5 at La Paz, UFWOC 's
itse If, and not an outside handling of grievances.
headquarters in Keene.
insurance company, lowering the
Before discussing plans for an
The boycotters, from all over
cost greatly.
upcoming lettuce boycott, Chavez California, Portland, Seattle,
It offers more benefits in the and Marshall Ganz outlined in Vancouver, Denver, and
fields of doctor visits, lab, detail the workings of the produce Albuquerque, stayed in an old
medicine, and maternity than in industry.
hospital, one of the buildings in
major surgery and lengthy
The delegates then exchanged the multi- building La Paz
hospitalization. It also establishes information on picketing, complex.
c1inics, two to date, in areas recruiting and fund-raising tactics.
Conferences for the East and
h e a v i 1 Y p o p u 1 a t e d b y Experienced boycotters who had Midwest sections of the country
fa~mworkers.
worked in Chicago and Boston have already been held.
The program also offers a spoke on their methods.
substantial death benefit.
Albuquerque Committee
The family that bathes together
Board member Dolores Huerta
The Albuquerque committee is is the family that stay~ together.

Educator of the Month

floor.

Campanas Honor Nursing Prof

Additional information may be obtained by ealling

MONARCH TRAVEL AGENCY

Telephone
~ __ __

243~1311
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Celia Oseasohn of the College
of Nursing was named EducatoJ:
of the Month by Las Campanas,
the junior women's scholastic
honorary,
The purpose of the award is to
give special recognition to
University instructors who make
out-standing contributions in the
-~...

.,

....

SIMON'S TEXACO

JU11 eltristJttns U!islt .(Jst
0 soft nightgown

I

SERVICE
Complete
Automotive Ser·t.tice
242-0096

2100 Central SE

field of education. The educator
of the month receives a letter of
congratulations and can select any
book up to $10 which is put in
the library with the winner's name
in it.
Oseasohn is the chairman of the
medical - surgical nursing section.
"I feel that l've been honored for
the whole group because we all
work closely together," she said.
"I think they (the students) are
saying they like how the section
works."
Oseasohn said she sees this
award as another of many rewards
for teaching. "ThE>re's so much

D antique lolkct
0 clogs

\Qu
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youre
LoveRing
people.

D suede pallts
0 ali McGraw caps
D I doz. panty hose
0 wooly, watm sweater

going on m terms of heath care
and I'm terribly interested in
health and perhaps this is what I
convey to the students. I work
with a love fodearning," she said,
The philosophy of Oseasohn's
section is basically to give the
students the feeling that "they are
always free to come and talk to
us," she said. "I don't think
everything we talk about has to be
relevant. We care about them and
their problems."
Oseasohn said in the area of
nursing, it is possible to work with
stu dents on a very individual
basis, as opposed to other colleges
of the University. "Students are
people, and each is different. Each
have assets. As a teacher, I try to
work with what they have," she
said.
Anyone can nominate an
instructor for Educator of the
month, A choice is made each
month through a vote by the
members of Las Campanas.

Linguistics Club
From Office Boy The Linguistics
Club will meet
room 141 of the anthropology
building Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
ToHeadofU.S. Bruce
Rigsby will speak on
"Linguistic Insights into Recent
Postal Service Tsimshian Pr!l·History,"
in

WASHINGTON (UP!)- Elmer
T. "Ted" Klassen, who woril:ed his
way from office boy to president
o£ American Can Co., was n&med
TtH•sdRy Postmaster General o(
the 750,000- employe U.S. Postal
Service.
Klassen, 63, of Conway, Mass.,
who has been a member of thll
nine· man Board of Governors, was
elected by the board to succeed
Winton M. Blount, who resigned
Oct. 28 to consider ~:unning for
the U.S. Senate from Alabama,
Thll baud also elected
Frederic)c R, Kappel, former
chairman of the Board of
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., as Chah1nan of the Postal
Boa:rd, a post that also had been
held by Blount. There had been
some complaints in Congress that
Blount, in holding both posts, had
excessive power.
Cbai:J:man
Kappel was chairman of the
Presidential Commission on Postal
Organization which led to
congressional passage of thCl 197 0
Postal Reorganization Act,
turning the old post office
department into a virtually
independen~ government agency,
Myron A. Wright, chairman of
the Board and Executive Officer
of Humble Oil & Refining Co, of
Houston, was named Vice
Chairman of the Postal Board.
Merrill A. Hayden, who was
appointed Sept. 24 to succeed
Klassen as Deputy Postmast~r
General and a member of the
Board of Governors, will continue
in that post.
Klassen, who joined American
Can as an office boy at the age of
17 in 1925, will re<:eive $60,000 a
year, the same salary paid cabinet
officers, as the chief executive
officer of the postal service.
Rose Steadily
Born in Hillsboro, Kan., and
educated in Califomia, KlassCln
~:ose steadily at American Can,
becoming vice president for
industrial relations in 1958 and
president in 1965.
Earlier, he resigned as Blount's
deputy to go on the Board of
Governors, reportedly because he
had no assurance be would be
named to succeed Blount.
Members of the board, created
by Congress to oversee the postal
service, were just confirmed by
the Senate Monday after a year •
long delay.
Klassen's appointment leaves
one vacancy, although by law he,
as postmaster general, will
continue to serve on the board.

Personnel Committee
The ad hoc women's
Committee on Non-Academic
Personnel will meet Dec. 7 at 7
p.m. at 1111 El Pueblo NW.

Art Show
An art show of work by stu.
dents in the UN:M; art for Kida
and Youth Program will be held
Thursday (Dec. 9) from 7 to 9
p.m. in the. UNM Art Education
building.

GEU

Boycott Convention

The newly formed Graduate
Employes Union will meet in the
Bandelier East lounge Dec. 15 at 7
p.m. All graduate students and
others are welcome,

Representatives who attended
the National Boycott Convention
will be speaking at the Chicano
Studies Center, Wednesday at
7:30p.m.

Dames Club

Art Museum
The UNM Art Museum galleries
will be closed December 6·10
while new exhibitions are hung.
The sales area will remain open.

There will be a Dames Club
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
1920 Lomas NE apt. 5. It is crafts
night and all interested married
women are invitl;!d to attend.

Architecture Art Show
The Architecture 181 <:lass of
Gordl;)n Andrews will have an art
show Dec, 6 through Dec. 11 in
the Architecture building open to
thP- public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

"My Fair Lady"
. Tickets are on sale at the
Pope!oy Hall box office for the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Company's Dec. 27- ;Jan. 2
performance of "My Fail' Lady,"
Evening p~;esentations through
Jan. 1 will be at 8:15. The Jan, 2
performance is a 2:15 matinee.

Single out
a diamond
solitaire for
Christmas

STEREO HEADPHONES
Special Purchase Price
(while they lost)

$5.95

give this to a dear friend and send
h.im or her to

Sanic I or Morse
6307 Menaul Northeast I free front door parking
shop weekdays 10 to 8 I Saturday 'til 6 1 Sunday 12 lo 6

reg. 9.95-11.95

.&ECarve

the LOve Ring TM
people.
2U3!i Monte Vista N.E.

SOUND SYSTEM SPECIAL PURCHASE
OFFER at $199, Solid State AWFM
S!erecl Radio, rwa Speakers, 8-Track
Tape Playet, Turn Table with Base
and OU$1 Cover plu~ Rolling Cart for
all equipmeht.

A-1 Sewing, Vacuum &
Appliances
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

2312 CENTRAL SE

4603 Menaul NE
Telephone 356-~238

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

Pugc 6

NEW MEXICO LOBO

SJ95
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0
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Styled in a contemporary
mottf wilh the diamol\d
nestled between twin
circles of 14 karat gold.
Conventent Terms Avaifat>lc

ZALES®
JEWILEIU

My, how you\le claartged
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Finance Committee OK~s
Right to Freeze Funds
The Senate Finance Committee
passed two bills for
recommendation to the Senate
concerning the treasurer's duties
and the committee's power to
freeze funds at their meeting last
night.
The first bill basically stated
that the treasurer shall submit an
overall monthly report to the
committee with the added
amendment "All or~Rrti7'ltbns
receiving ASUNM funds shall be
required to submit monthly

Pre-Xmas Sale
South American ponchos,
sweaters, woodcarvings
and posters

,,

10% student discount on:
jewelry, boxes, incense,
candles.
Gifts for everybody

financial reports to ASUNM.
In accordance with the second
bill passed, the president, vice
president, chairman of fimmce,
and tJ::easurer of the Senate
Finance Committee will have the
power to freeze funds allocated
by ASUNM.
'
Representatives from Transit
presented an argument for ending
the freeze on their funds which,
said Transit coordinator Emily
Ranker, were frozen when they
changed their name (formerly
MASH). It was suggested by
committee members that Transit
draw up a working line budget
and get a senator next semester to
sponsor them next year,
Tonight's Senate meeting, at 7
p.m., \vill be the last one of the
falt semester, An act pertaining to
the regulations on the use of
ASUNM funds will be discussed.
There will also be consideration of
a bill to establish a summer camp
program, The newly elected
Senators will be introduced at this
session.

<@uurt.rrg
HAPPY HOUR

Frf~;,£,.,

La Fama Gift Shop

~~

8 TRACK TAPES
for
2.99

DISCOUNTED STEREO EQUIPMENT

Harkness Drug Store
3701 4th N.W.

~

Christmas Specials

*
*
*~

GIFT IDEAS

my grade and he cited these various reasons
why one example was incorrect. 'i'h{'
example was almost word for word from. tlw
text. When l showed him, he brushed me off
and said he would give me one point
higher," said Mike Swetnam, a student.
"There is," said Wollman, "only one man
authorized to give grades. The T A's are his
aides. You don't have a grade unless he gives
it to you." The students said they had not
found a single grade that was raised.
"The course has been a problem for a
whole. Tomasson is going to reconstruct
it ... he meant to do it this year," said
Wollman.
"I thinlc you're all being very unfair with
him. He has been shabbily treated by the
GA's," Wollman told them.
"According to your rules," said Swetnam,
"he is the supreme God, the high power, the
Almighty in sociology lOllording it over his
TA's and students."
"Tomasson just wants to lower the
grades," said Ortega, "because he is
Tomasson and the GA's are the fingers on
his hand and he wants to show them he is
powerful."

"All

wns n fl'N;lumm dr.ss, no one eould get an
'A'", said JoAnn Vnn Der Geest, a student.
Thl' studt'nts are quite puzzlt>d over what
to do if Wollnum fails in his attempts to talk
with 'l'omasQon. It is too late fOl' boycott of
the class('s and a boycot.L of the final exam
could conceivnbly be followed by a blanket
"F" for those who failed to take the test.
''When I usked him about my grade, he
(Tomasson) had the audacity to ask me why
I was concerned about grades. I mean when
he had just fired three people because of
grades," said Ed Delana.
Tomasson fired Lucia Montague, Larry
Weiss and Lynda Hundertmark Monday after
they had given grades to their students.
Several weeks earlier, he fired Montague,
Hundertmark and Ross Hunter for giving too
high grades. They signed a statement
agreeing that Tomasson would have final
authority to grade the student's papers.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Supreme Court agreed Tuesday to
decide this term whether a college
president has legal authority to
ban a chapter of the leftwing
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) from his campus.
The Justices will hear oral
arguments next year on a test case
from Central Connecticut State
College where the President, F.
Don James, refused to sanction an
SDS chapter. A written opinion
will be handed down later,
The Student Af.fairs Committee
on the New Britain 1 Conn,,
campus approved formation of
the group, but James denied it
official recognition on the ground
it might adhere to the policies of
the parent SDS organization and
foment campus violence and
strife.

ACLU Suit
A suit was initiated with the
help of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), but a
federal district jud,ge and a U.S.
Appeals Court ruled in James'
favor.
In a brief opposing review of
the case by the Supreme Court,
State Attorney General Robert K.
Killian said the SDS participants
failed "candidly to respond to the
inquiries whether they would
resort to violence or disruption on
the . • . campus, i l!Cluding
interruption of classes."
Scintilla of Evidence
The ACLU countered that
there was "not a scintilla of
evidence" to indicate the chapter
shared any of the views of the
organization's national board, and
"there is only the barest suspicion

Duplicating Center Opens
The new Duplicating Center on
campus in presently in its second
week of operation. The Center is
located on the second floor of the
Student Union in room 215. It is
equipped with two duplicating
machines; a mimeographer and a
spirit machine.
Mike Merrill, a fir.st year
student working in the Center
under the work-study program
gave the following rates for
duplication. For under 100 copies
the price is two cents per copy.
Over 100 copies the cost is one

~
~

~

~·

~
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Speakers, changers etc.
OPEN FRI. NITES 'til 9 PM

~0 I

I MONTE VISI A N.E.

(Near Girard & Cenircd N.E.)

DIAL 255~1695

d
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HOUSE
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cent per copy, and 50 cents is
charged for a complete
duplicating project.
Merrill said that so far the
Center has completed two jobs for
graduate students and two for
other individuals. The Duplicating
Center is open to all students artd
open bouts for the remainder of
Semester I are Monday through
Friday, 10:30 to 12:30 and 1:30
to 2:30.
Policy and operating hours for
next semester have yet to be
released.

that petitioners themselves intend
violence or disruption an the
campus,"
The ACLU brief noted that the
college had granted recognition to
such other student political
groups as the conservative Young
Americans for Freedom, the
Young Democrats and the Young
Republicans.
Other Business
The court took these other
actions:
-Let stand a lower court ruling
that the constitutional rights of a
New York Christian Scientist,
Miriam Winters, were violated
when she was forced to take
medication against her will while
confined in a mental hospital.
-Refused to interfere with a
lower court ruling prohibiting
California from withholding
payments to welfare mothers if
they refused to sign a criminal
non-support complaint against the
father of their chlldren.
-Agreed to review a section of
the 1968 Gun Control Law which
permits government agents to
search business premises without a
court warrant.
-Agreed to decide whether a
Kansas law allowing the. state to
recover money it spends on
court- appointed lawyers •;iolates
the rights of the poor to an
attorney.
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WASHINGTON (Ul'I)- The approval(! was for the Kennecott
Price Commission announced Company's Peabody Coal, Co.,
approval Tuesday of pric~;~ which got 4. 99 per cent on a
increases for 1.9 coal companies, request of 8.45 per cent. Other
all conforming with its decision to coal approvals included:
let operators recover only part of
Eastern Associates Coal Co. of
the 15 per cent wage hike Ea.~tern Gas and Fuel, 4,07 per
approved for miners.
cent; Consolidation Coal Co. of
The commission allowed coal Continental Oil, 4,36 per cent;
increases ranging from 3.5 per Aryshire Coal Co. of American
cent to 4.99 per cent on Metals Climax, 4.18 per cent;
applications that had rangad up to Freeman Coal Co. and United
9.36 per cent. The requests were Electric Coal Co., both of General
cut in line with the commission's Dynamics, 4,4 per cent and 4.49
decision last week: to let only 5.5 per cent; and 12 companies of the
per cent in higher wages and Pittston Coal Co. - Clinchfield,
about 4 per cent in pension fund 4.48 per cent, Badger, 4,3l per
payments ''pass. through" into cent, Buffalo, 3.92 per cent, Feds
higher prices.
Creek, 3.54 per cent, Jewel Ridge,
The pattern · setting coal price 2.89 per cent, Kentland • Elkhorn,
increase was granted last week to 3.47 per cent, Ranger, 3.99 per
the Old Ben Coal Co. owned by cent, Eastern Coal, 4.93 per cent,
Standard Oil of Ohio, It asked Snap Creek:, 4.04 per cent, and
6,71 per cent and got 4,18 per Elkay, 3,5 per cent,
cent.
·
The commission said the
Commission Chairman C. Eastern Coal increase would boost
Grayson Jackson had anno\lnced its total revenues 2.54 per cent,
the company would be allowed a The revenue increase would be
. 3. 78 per cent hike, but a 1.14' per cent for Peabody and 1.8
spokesman said this was boosted for Eastern Associates. All the
by 0.4 per cent when staff experts other boosts would raise company
recalculated the original action,
revenues less than one per cent,
The commission also approved the commission said.
a 7.23 per cent request by the
Interlake Corp., for increased
Art Gifts
prices on steel strapping; 5.6 per
The
UNM
Art Museum has a
cent by the J.I. Case Co. for
new
stock
of
gifts suitable for
construction equipment; 6.6 per
Christmas
including
art replicas,
cent by Western Tool Division,
AMF, Inc., for lawn and garden numerous new books and art
equipment; 1,9 per cent by calendars,
Also available are 10 different
National Cash Register Co., for
Christmas
from the
maintenance work;....0.5 percent by Metropolitan cards
Museum of Art,
Wilson Certified .l''oods Inc. for
meat products; and 5,5 and 5 per Smithsonian Institution and
cent respectively by Dow Jones & Walters Gallery in Washington,
Co, for Wall Street Journal and D.C.
National Observer newspaper
Nobel Winner
advertising.
Nobel
Prize
winner in Medicine,
The commission's
announcement al$o said United Robert W. Holley will speak Dec.
Press International had 14 at 4 p.m. in room 303 of the
"established for the record that it Basic Medic11l Sciences building.
had contracts prior to Aug. 15
Say It With Flowers
which would allow it to increase
.
MIAMI
(UPI)-Detectives are
prices 10 per cent and 5.6 per
searching for the "flower delivery
cent on selected services.''
It said Georgia Pacific Corp. man" who, instead of sending
had established a similar record flowers by wire, robbed the wire
that permitted it to raise prices office with a flower.
The man appeared in a Miami
4.1 per cent on hard wood
furniture, 1.4 per cent on Western Union office Tuesday
Appalachian hardwood, 0.8 per night with a box, saying he had
cent on southern hardwood, i ver some flowers to deliver,
Marsha Kazienk had locked
cent on southern pine and ~.2 per
herself in the office, because a few
cent on redwood.
The new list of approvals weeks ago a gunman took a
brought to 102 the number of delivery man hostage and robbed
price increases cleared by the the office.
But when she opened the door
commission since Nov. 14, It has
and let the flower man in, he then
rejected two applications.
The commission also received pulled a gun, ordered her to drop
another 59 price hike requests to the floor, and looted the safe
frorn 17 companies, bringing to of about $2000 with which he
619 the number of applications fled,
When Kazienk opened the
from 490 firms doing more than
$100 million a year business. flower box she found a rose and a'
Smaller companies are not thank·you note.
required to get advance approval
of price increases from the
Somewhere on the UNM
commission.
campus the Regents hold the
The largest of the 19 coal price license to a radio station.

I

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Human Rights

Concerned with human rights
at a local level, the United Na~ions
Association is sponsoring a
Human - Rights · Day dinner this
Saturday, Dec. 11, G p.m., at the
Newman Center, The dinner costs
$1,60 per person and reservations
can be made by calling Jim
McConnell, 256-0089 during the
day or 268-5073 evenings.

No Fault

The State Insuranca Regulating
Committee will meet in Santa Fe
Dec. 17 and 18, in room 32;3 of
the Round House, The proposed
no fault insurance for New
Mexico will be discussed.

GSACMeets
GSAC will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Union.
Several new bills will be
discussed including the Graduate
Student Employment which is
asking for GSA funding,

Senate Candidates

All senate candidates have until
5 p.m. today to turn in their
financial statements,

Columbian Program
The Latin American Forum
Series will present German Rueda
and Edwardo Ahumada tonight at
the 7:30 p.m. in the Newman
Center Auditorium.
The program will concern
"Planteamiento de Algunos de los
Problemas" and slides will be
shown at the event.
All interested persons are
welcome.

Chicano Health

Student Nurses

Seminar

James E. Green, from the
Special Weapons Lab at Kirkland,
will be the !>peak:er at a graduate
seminar in .the Chemical
Engineering building, room 219
on Dec. 10 at 3:30p.m.

I

There will be a maeting of
student nurses Dec. 8 from
7:30-8:30 p.m. il1 the conference
room in the College of Nursing,

Christmas Flights

Anyone interested in group ·
red1.1ced rate flights over
Christmas vacations · to Dallas,
Atlanta, Miami, or any other
point should contact the Office of
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in
the Union, or phone 277·5605,
10·12, and 1·5 Monday·through
Friday for information.

Spain Summer Program
UNM will t;;ponsor a summer
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
upper level and graduate courses
in the Spanisll. language and
civilization. Inexpensive means of
transportation are available.
Further information may be
obtained at the Office of
International Programs and
Services, 1717 Roma, NE.

Exit Interviews

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club will hold a
Nizhoni ~reliminary planning
meeting Dec, 8 at 7 p.m. in the
International Center.
Refreshments will be served,

UMAS
A UMAS meeting will be held
for all TVI students at Model
Cities field office, 122 Broadway
S.E. at 7:30p.m. Dec. 9.

Romantic Love
There will be an additional
Objectivist meeting at 8 p.m. at
2817 Carol N.E, with recorded
lectures and a discussion on
romantic love,

Rodeo Club
There will be a Rodeo Club
meeting Wednesday Dec. 8 at
7:30p.m. in Onate Hall basement,
Discuss future plans.

Borrowers of NDSL and the
New Mexico Student Loan
Program who will not be returnin 6
to UNM next semester are asked
by Charles Sheean, director of the
Student Aids Office, to report to
the aids office for an exit
interview before leaving the
campus.

Kiva Club

The Kiva Club will hold a
preliminary planning meeting Dec.
8, 7 p.m. in the International
Center. The Nizhoni dancers will
entertain and refreshments will be
served.

All Chicanos interested in
health or those n,ow in any type
of health education or training are
urged to attend the National
Chicano Health Organization
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
the Chi$!ano Studies Center, 1815
RomaN.E.
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Over 30
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Different
'
Sandwiches
Mon•.Sat
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11 a.m.-3
Sun a.m. .
11 a.m.-1 a.m. ',
1600 Central SE
842·6736
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'-'--Weditesciow, December a, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union,
lOom 231·A; 9-9:30 a,I:J4
GSA; Unlon, room 231-C; 3·5 p.m.
National Students Speech and
Hearing Assn.; Union, room 231-D;
3:3o-5 p,m,
Music Department Jazz Festival;
Unlon Ballroom; 4 p.m.
Film Committee; Union Theater;
6:3o-1l p.m.
The AStJNM Senate; Unlon, toom
25o-A; 7·10 p.m.
Alllistad; Union Ballroom; 7:30.11

p.m.

~~

Blank R.R. less .331Js

Used Recorders-.;.Impex, Sony
T eacJ Others

: r,

i Supreme Court Hears SDS Case

Tapes Stereo R.R. less 20%
Stereo Cassettes less 10%

Receivers-Fisher) Scott
Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood

Coal Company Increases

from Ltm·y (Weiss, one of

om· h'JH:}lt'r- that. 's l.!tl'l'Y," Ortega said.
"Ill' g:wc us tlw imprC'ssion thnt bo<.~ause it

Diamond Stylus less 20%

Us~d

it-1

\Vl' lNll'l\

t!w fil'l'd OA':;), Wl• ~·nn t'Vl'll go to his home
to study, .I don't, J't•nlly comlider 'l'omnsson

Stereophones less 20%
Starting at 9.95

w

Price Com·mission Grants

(Contimt('rl/i'<llll P!lllt' V

:rt President Bans Campus Group

~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~==;.~0~o~Y~a~l~e~S~.E~··==~~
9

Wollman Agrees Witllj T omasson

'- ,'

Cal 266-2212

FREE DELIVERY
on all orders over $2.00

c:;n~,A LY~DAs P.~'Z"
P•tt61& fc.oc(
'I .&anMateo
..._...,

Campus Gold; Union, room 231-C;
7:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, raom 230;
7:30p.m,
Ski Club, AsPen trip plans; Unlon,
room 231-E; from 7:30p.m.
Aipha Phi Omega, Union, room
231A·I3; 8 p.m.

1 •

Whether it's trinket or treasure
we have that something special
just for her for Christmas.
CROTON exclusively at:

b•llll•

~'ftYUlm!P C?J-C/6iJ.

f'RID/llf

JEWELERS

N11'SO

~:DD ~m

"The Unusual as. Usual"

415IJ.PI\'Itrsl1'4

NE. (enttanot.~Ash.) i

NEW MEXICO LOllO

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

POSTER'' OF ONE OF THE

PRESJDENTJAL

CANDIDATES!

1. Buy a whole bunch of Flair pens. You

Aqua (11). Olive (12). Please do not color
•Jnn11mherP.d areas.
3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone you
lmow and love. Maybe. If he is not your
favorite presidential candidate, haye pa·
tience. You'll see your man soon 111 the

need black, red, blue, green, brown,
orange, yellow, pink, purple, grey, aqua &
olive. (You need them anyway for school.)
2. Now-color in the picture according to
these color guide numbers. Black (1). Red
(2). Blue (3). Gwun (4). Brown (5), Orang(,
(6). Yeffow (7). Pink (8). Purple (9). Grey (10).

Flair Election Colfl!ctiortl

(across J\fcnaul ftoln Coronado Center)
TELEPHONE 26!!-4-180
6609 Mf.NAtJl, BLVD., N.E.

Wedtlesday, December 8, 1971
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Left Hanging

Phenomena such as the one pictured above may be quite
disarming for those who play basketball, and the fact that the UNM
basketball team will be playing onward while we aren't printing is
too. But we will be back here at the Daily Lobo bright and early
next semester, to report what eventually happens.

'Upper' Freaks in For Surprise
NEVT ORLEANS (UPI)-Pep
pills may do an athletes
performance more harm than
good, a leading sports physician
said, and the president of the
American Medical Association
said drugs in sports is a serious
problem.
Donald L. Cooper, M.D., team
physician for Oklahoma State
University and the 1968 U.S.
Olympic Team doctor, said no
one knows if the use of
amphetamine drugs is common
among athletes, But he said tests
have revealed some use and
"usually where there is smoke
FREE FLYING LESSONS
Why spend !rom $750 to $1000 obtain-

inK your private pilot's Uccnse1 You
can receive tree flying iessone nnd over
$1000 while ntiU In college. I! you
want n j<>b as a pilot upon xrnduatlon
!rom college, you should lnvCJltlgnte the
opporttmltlm available through tho Air
Force RO'fC )lro~:ram.
lTpon entering the Air l•'orcc as n pilot,
you will earn $9000 n year. In iwt
three yearn, you can expe<:t (through
(>romotlonn 11nd longevity Pnlf rnls"") to
earn $13,700 n year. When you !Ldd ln
nll or the ndditionnl benefits avnllnblc
to Air ~·orce membern, you will find
that the Air Foree ltll!l n very attractive
job vnokru;c to oltcr. If you would like
to hove " htghiJr rroponniblo PO:JitiOOt
that altern oM month's pnld vu.nilon
cnch Year, ooc us tod<lY In building Y-1
or cnll 11:1 nt 277-4230.

there is fire,"
Conference
Cooper spoke at the American
Medical Association's National
Conference on Medical Aspects of
Sports lasL weekend. He was
preceded by Wesley W. Hall, M.D.,
AMA president who said "there is
little doubt that the use and
misuse of drugs in sports is a
serious problem."
S Cooper said there was very
little evidence to indicate pep pills
or amphetamines give athletes any
extra energy or strength, But what
they do is make a person feel
better and Cooper said this is one
of the dangers of athletes using
pep pills-they don't feel the
symptoms or severe stress.
William M. Fowler, M.D.,
chairman of the department of
physical medic.ine and
rehabilitation at the University of
California at Davis, agreed with

(THE
STONE CROCK
home brew supplies

Open 10-9
112 Dartmouth SE
• fruit concentrates

• liqueurs

• "country wine" supplie'$

Closed Tues. and Thurs.

Cooper and said the use of drugs
to improve athletic performances
should be condemned.
Attributes
"It appears that we will still
have to depend on sweat, guts,
training, intelligence, ability and
the desire to win-attributes that I
always thought to be desirable
characteristics," Fowler said.
"To attempt to use so-called
super drugs to try to create super
people is first of all not likely to
give positive results and secondly
can be a very dangerous course to
follow," Cooper said.
"The tragedy of it is that many
of our fine young athletes have
ended up damaged and on rare
occasions even killed from these
worthless forays into the world of
supposed chemical help."
Losers Susceptible
He said there is evidence from
studies of participants in certain
sporting events "losers are more
prone to dabble in the area of
drug gimmicks than the winners."
Testing has shown
amphetamines can impair the
problem-solving ability of
athletes. But Cooper said when
this is pointed out to them, "they
still relate that they actually felt
much more capable."
He said when such drugs are
used by college athletes they are
obtained in a black market style
and not from any official agents
of the t-;.::e:::am::::.. .- - - - - -

Gymnasts Lose

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
URGENTLY NEEDS
ENGINEERS
We have approval to hire out of the December ancl January
graduating classes from colleges 233 Bachelor level Engim•ers-59 EE's-47 l\lE's-27 Computer Science.

Jim Ivicek won the parallel
bars, but his UNM gymnastics
team State
was for
narrowly
beaten by
Iowa
the championship
of the Rocky Mountain Open
gymnastics meet held Saturday in

You may have been ovetluuked or you may not have had
the opportunity to interview with us on campus. Send your
resume in immediately to the following address:

His roommate, Joe Hartshorne, broke two of his own
season records, two of his own career records, and bettered
Don Perkins' career scoring mark of 138 by nine points.
Junior halfback Fred Henry tied the single game rushing
record of 218 yards (Dave Bookert, 1968) and already has
the career rushing average of 6.77, breaking the old one by
-ever a yard, average.
As a team, the Lobos broke 13 standards from many
different cate ganes
· o f the game, and f"lVe smg
' 1e game
records.
And Long, Hartshorne and Henry could not have done

D~~en~v~e=r·====================~ft~~~~~~
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&oa•.&
WHARFEDALE
W60E Reg. $153.

W4S Reg, $117.

NOW $95.ea.

STEREO
SPEAKER
CLOSE OUT

W35 Reg. $82.

NOW $66. ea.
Aztec Rembrandt II
Reg. $169.95

Tenants Organization

The New Mexico Tenants
Organization will hold a meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 4915
Pershing S.E. Anyone interested
in doing research on the tenant
situation near UNM is invited to
attend.
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Maybe the influx of new New Mexico residents will be
touched off by the two state teams who compete on a
major college scale in this state. This year it appears both
clubs are pretty good. New Mexico State lost its first two
games but defeated the Wolfpack in Las Cruces salvaging
some prestige and some taxpayer money, maybe, next
year.
Lobo basketball advPnt.ures will tell more about the
te~m. a~ the season goes on but with a center like
Mmmef1eld there seems t? be a· new fire in the pit.
I am by no means agamst college aLhleLics. I am against
the taxpayer underwriting the costs of unnecessary
programs. The promotion excuse is idiotic and infantile. It .
doesn't hold water.
Albuquerque fans could support the UNM athletic
program by themselves. Las. Cruces might not ever be able
to support the Aggies on fan money alone. But those are
the facts of life for those suave sodbusters and if Las
Cruces d~esn't have enough people to support hRsketball
well, that s a problem for the Chamber of Commerce.
-
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STEREO
SPEAKER
CLOSE OUT

Hair D ·

games on the schedules of the
WAC teams, only the WAC games
will be predicted, unlike football,
where all games involving WAC
teams were predicted,
So far, Brigham ~oung and
Arizona State look like the teams
to beat in the WAC, B~U has a
chiefly foreign team, with players
from Europe and Canada, They
boast three 7 ·foot men on their
front line, including Kresimir
Cosic of ~ugoslavia's Olympic
team.
Arizona State returns eight men
from the 16·10 squad that beat
B~U 87·86 last year. They have
four new faces from the freshman
team, including 6·11 Ron
Kennedy, the frosh's top
rebounder,
Arizona State and Brigham
Young step out onto the
hardwood Jan, 7 to kick off the
WAC season.
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Dec. 9-UNM basketball team
hosts Oklahoma Christian College
at University Arena, 7:30p.m.
Dec. 11-UNM basketball team
hosts Texas Tech at University
Arena, 7:30p.m.
Dec. 11-UNM wrestling team
hosts Ft. Lewis College at
Johnson Gymna!lium, 1:30 p.m.
Dec. 22·23 - Lobo Invitational
Tournament (basketball) hosts
Creighton, St, Johns, and Texas
A&M, University Arena, 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.

Texas • El Paso will be in.
Laramie against Wyoming, while
Utah visits with Arizona and
Col.orado State hosts New Mexico
all on Jan. 7. Six more WAC
games will be played before the
Daily Lobo begins publishing next
semester, maybe with a new
sports editor after the editorial
board reads his column tgday.

Grapplers Win, Fall
The UNM wrestling team won
its season opener over Northern
Ari2:ona 28·15 in Flagstaff, Ariz,,
Thursday,
Mike Woelk, a 126 • pounder,
led all Lobo grapplers when he
pinned his foe in 45 seconds.
The Lobos finished lOth in the
Arizona Invitational Friday and
Saturday, as a fourth place by
Roy DeVore in the 134-pound
class was the best they could
manage.
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Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

HAMBURGER.

'Jore;gn Car Specialis1s

ih town
1

Henry's Drive-In
6 Central 9 am to 11 am

. 333 Wyoming- Blvd. :N'E

265-590 I

Free Estimates

hite Ftntt Farm
Lomas at Carlisle

For the Exceptional Bird .

CAMPU
and CLEANING

Chicken & Fritters
10% off with ID

Coin·op Dry·CI&an1ng
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duly
S.E.
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.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional

NOW $119. ea.

Individuals will perfcrnt work in the manufacturing and
design of radar systems, microwave systems, electro·optic
systems, missile, ordinan('e, and weapon systems, and digital
systems.

For thousands of years man has gathered in coliseums·
and arenas to witness athletic events. Men in many
different environments and under many different
circumstances have given their bodies to exhaustion not
only for their own benefits but for the benefit of those
that could also appreciate it.
For this reason I have concluded that athletics are
necessary, that they are a part of every person. Each
person has a sport he is particularly partial to, for some it
is chess, and for others it is jousting.
And I have a sport I enjoy watching. Football.
Lucky for me, football is a common sport in this
country, but around Albuquerque the live performance is
over, and that has some significance. Football is a fairly
young game compared to things like track (remember the
Greek statue of the man throwing the discus?), but for
many reasons I think it will last.
First, despite the opinion of some people, football is a
·game that requires as much finesse to play as a game of
chess. Besides executing their assignments, players are
subject to many different emotions, some caused by the
audience, some by the opponent, some by their
expectations of themselves, and so on.
Albeit, there is considerable body contact in football,
and in this day and age not everyone expresses themselves
by this means. But, as I said, each person has his own
sport.
Not only do the players feel a subjection to their own
emotions, but some of the players, popularly the
quarterbacks, try to guess not only the executions but the
emotions of the opposing team.
Which brings us to Rocky Long and the UNM football
team, and what they did this season.
I'm not going to compare Long to the statue of the man
throwing the discus, but I am going to compare him, and
other Lobos, to how they have done in the past.
Two days ago it came to my attention that the UNM
football team .this year broke or tied 32 standing records in
football at UNM. That is quite an impressive figure. The
team must have had to surmount many constraining
emotions and play rather physical games to become the
third best rushing team in the history of college football.
I don't have any figures on attendance at Roman events
featuring gladiators, but I understand promoters who
offered these events had quite a crowd.
This is not so with the 1971 Lobo football team. Maybe
there w~sn't enough blood, or maybe there aren't enough
people m Albuquerque. I don't know. I guess it really
doesn't matter.
Rocky Long broke the season and career total offense
marks, the career rushing and season scoring standards, and
tied Sam Scarber's season TD count with 13.

For New Mexico taxpayers, it's probably just as well the
Lobos were beaten last Monday night in the second feature
of their annual intra-state basketball drama.
If the Aggics had lost two in a ro-w to the Lobos a
capacity audience for the Pan American Center would have
been a single game season phenomena for the Las Cruces
School.
Had the Lobos won the ball game NMSU gate totals
would have taken a dive. Had the dive in gate receipts been
subst~ntial, taxpayers foot the bill in the form of a larger
athletic request before the Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) next year.
The Ags. and the Lob?s ~an never seem to get enough
money. Th1s year the fightmg farmers from the Mesilla
Valley got a BEF recommendation of $237,000. The UNM
team led by a standout team of '~Fearless" Ferrel Heady
"Squirmin" Sherman Smith and HCharging" Cheste;
T~avelstead faired well away from home and ended up
Wlth a decent BEF recommendation for UNM and a
$200,000 tally for the athletic department.
In New Mexico, or at least Albuquerque and Las Cruces
basketball is king. The amazing growth has made for fierc~
competition between UNM and NMSU, not unlike the
U.S.-Russia arms race, for money to· carry on their athletic
wars on a national front.
When money is the topic of appropriation conversation
it is almost taken for granted the intercollegiate athletics
f~r any state school will get a good chunk of the budget
p1e.
For years, it has been taken for granted that the
programs help the state. Some believe the programs are for
the benefit of the state in advertising, and selling the state
to some intangible seething mass of humanity who would
be willing to come to New Mexico if only there was a
winning basketball team or football team.
The ever - present taxpayer does the paying up for the
programs and whether or not he's getting his money's
worth is debatable. He pays for all the programs, whether
he's an Albuquerque sports buff, a Texico, N.M. native or
an Arrey- Derry inhabitant. (Or Derry- Arrey, depending
on which side of the highway you're on.)

Picks to ResumeN ext Semester

This being the lant day of
publication of the Daily Lobo,
and with the WAC basketball
nea:;;on moving into full swing
sometime when everyone is
basking in snow or braving the
coastlines, the sports department
of this paper would like to wish
everyone a merry Christmas and
move on to business.
Because the WAC season does
not begin until Jan, 7 when all
eight WAC teams meet on the
courts, the four people involved
with the Lobo Picks have decided
not to try to predict any of the
games. The season is still early,
and not too many people have
witnessed the play of the teams
that must be predicted.
Don Burge made quite a name
for himself (finally) when he
walked away with the football
picks championship, but half the
picking season still remains, and
more games shall be predicted.
Because of the great amount of
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for Men

NOW $119. ea.

R. Y. Hen~lce
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
P.O. Box !HH, MS 67
Dallas, Texas 75222
Imnwdialt· plant intervit•ws will be arranaged.

An E<p1al Opportunity Employer

Dulane Reg. $83.95

Far People Who Care fnough

. To Hear The Very Best

I 09 Carlisle NE

1fi:h~

Expert Long
Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointrl'lent only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
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V~Shop.
Ski Equipmen-l: &-WomerlP. \Vaar
103 Win rock Center
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
WHERE; Journalism Building, Room
201i, aftefnoons preferably or mall.
Classified Advertlsln~r
UNM
Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

RATES; 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1 4Cil p~r time run, If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

P.o.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full Prior to insertion of advertisement
1)

5)

PERSONALS

TO GIVE AWAY-Four Merry Christmas
puppies, black and white, eight weeks
old. Will grow to medium size. 266-7524.
12'8
WALLET TAKEN, 128 Hokona Zia,
please return !D's, No questions. Vidi
Lee. 1218
·
THREE RESPONSIBLE UNM GIRLS
want to rent or take care of 2 or 3
bedroom furnished hoUse or apt. rela·
tively close to campt~s beginning the
mid or end of Jan. Contact Michel,
Laura, or Paula at 242-1977 or 242-0718.
12/8
UNFURNISHED
HOUSE
WANTED,
for new semester, 1 bdr., less than
$100, 277-2886. 12/8
COME TO THERESES's :for homemade
soups and stews. 11)07 Carlisle SE. 12/8
WANT TO SUBLET YOUR APT. or
house over X-mas break to elderly, re~'''on~ible cot~vle 'l 266-5~00 after 6 p.m.
12/8
R.N. NEEDS FEMALE STUDENT to
sleep over with 3 girls, E:11change :for
room• and board if desired, 344-1826.
12/8·
.
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar)
12/7
.__:._..;.__

2)

LOST & FOUND

BICYCLE, ENGLISH 3-spced-girls-loclt,
basket, $40, 268-01)19, Good condition.
TWO SNOW TIRES. Tubeless, Studded, 4ply, 6.60x14. Fit Datsun. Doth for $30.
1617 Gold SE, Apt. 0, 243-0668. 12/8
lO·&Peed Gitanes! Just arrived I Also: Super chains and locks, sew-up tires, Wei·
mann brake acts, fold-up and kids bikes.
Great Christmas gifts :for cyclists. The
Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE. 842-9100. 12/8
1971 CORVETTE, 350 cu. in. convertible,
4 speed, p.s., p.b., AM-FM Radio, Positraction, $3996, see 1001 Louisiana, No,
24. 12/S
1967-HARLEY 260 SPRINT, collectors
item. Must sell, Dave 247-2148. 12/8
DECCA-GERRARD STEREO SYSTEM.
Two Zenith omnidirectional speakers.
Like new. Call Deanne at 842-4363. 12/7
NE w-·-MEXICJONUDE BEAUTY
QUEENS and Albuquerque's cutest
chicks are on 1972 Nudist Calendars12 Dig pages, $2. Sunbather, Box 8514-L
Albuquerque, 87108, 12/8
i965GTO, Turbohydro..:;m_a_t-ic-,--:-38::-:9:-.--:-N:-e-w
paint, excellent condition, $975, 266-2914.
304 Washington. 12/8
TRUMPET, excellent condition, $75.00 Ski
Boots, size 7~~. $10.00. 266-2147, 1/26
TV-$20, AM/FM radi~;~, $16 1 lO"x12"
speakers, $10 each, couch, $10, doublebed.
mattress and boxspring, $10, vacuum
cleaner, $10. 242-5025 before 8 or aftl'r 6.
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and
records. Brothers Music. 1831 Central
NW. 242-3745. 12/8
BY OWNER. House, NE, McDuffie Park.
1 mi. to UNM, 1 block: shopping, bus
3 bdr. & den or 4 bdr. 1o/, bath. 24,000.
255-1896 evenings. 277-4241. Ext. 43 days:
Miss Amsden. 12/8
1958 DODGE CUSTOM PICKUP - EN·
GINE, Transmission excellent conditiqn
- Duck ENCLOSED. Sidewindows - 2
SPOT LIGHTS on hood - Potential
Hippie Mobile. $500 or be!lt offer. 27724113. 12/8
ALMOST NEW, clean, size 10, Henke ski
boots, $20. 266-1553. 12/8
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA. Easy to use.
$40. 277-6365. 1/25
EXCELLENT CONDITION Ill Console
Stereo, matching speaker, turntable,
AM/FM radio. $76.00. 266·3493, 12/8
SEEN VANISHING POINT? A real live
Hemi-69 RoadRunner :for sale-Best of·
fer. 842-941~. 12/8
1966 CHEVEL::-:L:-E-4::""-:-_s-p-ce-:d:-,--::G-:oo-:d:--c-o-nd-::-i·
tion. $925,. 265-1474. 12/8
1969 DODGE CAMPER -:V::-A:-:N:-:--;(:-la_rg_e7)
auto, 6, $1700. 842·9345. 12/7
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student.
247·9170. Student Discount. Free deliv•
cry. 12/8
64 VALIANT, good condition. Mu&t sell,
$200.00, Call 282-3758 after 6.
'!'HE LEATllERDACK TURTLE , , , your
organic haberdasher bas pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar). 12/'1
3-SPEED BIKE, clothes, ironing board,
trash and treasures. 298-7110.
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do most any.
thing, $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open '1
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn.
JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT of fac·
tory closeouts. Consists of 150 watt com·
ponent sets with AM-FM multiples radios, deluxe Garrard changer, stereo tape
deck and air suspension speaker system,
has jacks for extra speakers, guitar and
head sets. Complete $165.95. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE. Cash
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. SAVE
30-60% on Diamond rings, 344-6349. 1/25
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lango Boots, size 8%. Barrecra£ter poles.
Used 1 sca'lon. Original Cost $285. Sell
Cor $160. See McDonald nt Journalism
205 after 4.
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30460, 44.1
Wyom!np; NE. 2.!i!l-!i987. 12/20
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker--Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296. 20i12
CUSTOM MADE DELTS, Purses, leather
gitts. The Mind Shalt, 106A Cornell
12/8

___

LOST: Beige fringe purse in Mitchell hall
room 101, Fri. 12-3. Reward, 282-3237,
12'8
BLACK GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPP:Y.
Femnlc. Near T.V .r. Reward. 842-5446.
1218
REWARD I! I LOST: heart-shaped silver
necklace with inlaid cro>a and tur(lUOise chips. Took the place of a wedding ring, having great sentimental
value. Calli Steve and Mary Ann. 266·
3490. 2823 Silver SE. 12/8
FOUND: LADIES GOLD TIMEX wrist
watch ncar Hokona Hall. Call 277-4-256.
12/8
LOST: Pair of spurs about a month ago.
Please call 277-3754. 12/8
- - - - - · · ·~~=:::--=::-:::---::::-::
FOUND: FOUNTAIN PEN. Keller Hall,
Dec. l after program-Please identify.
Write Box 10094, Alameda, N.M. 87114.
LOST: BROWN SUEDE PURSE w/:fringe
in Zimmerman Library. Reward if contact lenses are there. Please call Linda
-298-9789.
A MOTORCYCLE HELMET in Phy. Dept.
parking lot. Claim in Rm. 100, Physics
Dept.
FOUND: A SMALL PUPPY GERMAN
SHEPHERD :female with collar. Vicinity
of Sycamore and Lead. 266-2732.
- - -

3)
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SERVICES

"LAW SCHOOL-WILL I LIKE IT?
CAN I MAKE IT 7" A new book by a
recl!llt law graduate for progpt!ctlve law
students. Send $2.06. Kroos Press, Box
3709A, Milwaukee, Wis., li321 7. 12/8
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE
(Adult9/Childrt>n) $16.00, FurRto Memory Training Course. $15.00. Make sensible gilt.,. 344-4849. 1/26
TYPING, 12 years experience, accurate,
fast, reasonable. IBM Electric. 298·3804.
1/26
TYPING-40c ]ler ]lage-266·2489. 12/14
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242·7668. 12/8

4)

FORRENT

QUIET FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share apartment ncar campus. $41i.
Carolyn, 266-2316. 21/8
NEED A HOUSE FOR CHRISTMAS 1
Beautiful, completely furnished 3 bed·
room house, spaciuos living room. Dec.
20-Jan. 20. $175. plus utilities, Call 255·
6844. 100!i Girard NE. 12/S
WANTED 3 MALE students to share payments on 4-bcdroom bouse. $65.00 each
covers everything, Vicinity: Wyoming &
Indian School. Call Frank S. Sun. 1·5
]l.m. 296-8724 M·F after li p.m. I2i8
UNFURN. LUXURY APT., 2-bedrooms,
2 baths, View, Pets, Cblldrl!ll, $229.00.
255- 7674. 12/8
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apart;.
ment with quiet and down·to·earth female. Over 21 only. Rent very reasonable. Call 842·6144 evenings only,

5)

FORSALE

6)

FORSALE

EMPLOYMENT

REPORTERS NEEDED. If you want to
try your hand at news writing, experienced or not, drop by the Lobo office
before closed week. The Semester II
staff Is being assembled. Talk to Casey,
John or Jllark. Journalism Bldg., Yale
and Central, ext. 4202, afternoons.

1966 VW DUG ENGINE RECENTLY
REBUILT, AMIFM Radio, good body
and interior, luggage rack, priced to sell
$500 or best offer. 114 High St. SEEvenings and some afternoons. 12/8
SUEDE JACKET, SLIDE PROJECTOR,
amp. other goodies. Cheap. Call 2662268 12/8
QUITTING BUSINESS I 10c to $5.00 I
Hours 10·5. Sue's Fashions, 1611 Carlisle
SE. 12/8
I AM A DIVORCED wirehair terrier looking Cor homes tor £our o£ my nine week
old babies. Their papa was n. German
Shepherd. Call 344-0218. $6.00. 12/8
HEAD DOWN PARKA, M36-38,. New,
$110/$110. Minox D, excellent lens, $65.
Craig 8 Car Deck, 12 tapes, $45. 8429345. 12/8
ONE USED REMINGTON PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER, good condition, just
been repaired. $10. 268-61i28. 12/8
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPP=:IE=s=-,-.-=fo-r
those who enjoy the outdoors, AKC
registered with all shots. A beautirul
dog. 268-6602. 12/8

Egypt Evacuates
Suez Frontiers,
Crisis Impending
By Unlted Press International
Egyptian authorities are
evacuating women from Port Said,
Ismailia, Suez City and other
frontline communities in
preparation "for the possible
resumption of hostilities" with
Israel, political sources in Cairo
said Tuesday.
The U.N. General Assembly
continued its debate in New York
aimed at averting another
full-scale war in the Middle East.
Strong efforts were being made
for the revival of the
peace-seeking mission of U.N.
special envoy Gunnar V. Jarring.
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, who had warned that the
Middle East crisis must be
resolved by the end of this year,
"said recently Egypt had decided
war is the only way to recover
Israeli · occupied Egyptian
territory.
No Quarter
In Damascus, President Hafez
Assad told a youth rally that Syria
"will struggle without quarter" to
liberate Arab territory captured
by Israel in the 1967 war. He said
increased U.S. militat-y, economic
and political aid to Israel will not
prevent the Arabs from
accomplishing this goal,
The Israeli newspaper Y edioth
Aharonoth, in a Washington
datelined dispatch, said Prime
Minister Golda Meir feels a
favorable reply is imminent to
Israel's request for additional U.S.
Phantom Jet warplanes and has
therefore made no final plans for
her return home.
Ms. Meir conferred with
President Nixon in Washington
last Thursday on the additional
Phantom F4s Israel maintains are
necessary to restore the power
"6alance in view of massive Soviet
weapons deliveries to Egypt.
No Position
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan, replying to parliamentary
questions in Jerusalem Tuesday,
said he did not accept the U.S.
State Department's assessment
that Moscow recently restrained
delivery of military supplies to
Egypt. He said he was not in a
position to deny Egypt had
received Sukhoi-11 Jet
Interceptor - Bombers and later
types of Surface • to • Air Missiles
(SAMS).
The Egyptian sources said the
evacuation of women, with the
exception of members of vital
services such as hospital nurses,
began during the first week of
December. They said it will cut
the current civilian population of
the communities on the Suez
Canal and west coast of the Gulf
of Suez by two-thirds.

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in t'une-ups
brakes, air conditioning
& expert welding
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

Having Trot1hle Writing Home?
1-Iave the Lobo Do It For You!
One Year -- $7.oo
All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.

VOU.R
1.

CAN

IDEAS

BRING YOU ·

DOLLARS
DEVCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA. YOUR
INVENTION. YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU
If you have an idea that could be converted into a profitable product but lack the marketing and developing
skills to bring it across, we at DEVCO will become your
part~er in a busine$s venture that could change your
entire life.
Give us a chance
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY OF AMERICA

1st National Bank East
(Central at San Mateo)

Suite 1220
Phone 265-9501

"STRAIGHT," responsible coiiCite student
as live in maid/housekeeper Cor 3 boys
ages 12, 9, 8. Tel. 266-2380 after 5 PIJ!·

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED - ONE USED POTTER'S
WHEEL. Will make small repairs if
necessary. Call 268-6528. 12/8

'' ·the first indisputably
great film ol1971"
'

'

..::.'The VI/lege Voice

STARTS FRIDAY
DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENlRAL S.E./247·4414
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